Politics

Yoweri Museveni Signs Law Removing Presidential Age Limit
Yoweri Museveni is one of Africa's longest-serving leaders and has served five terms in office since taking power in 1986. His controversial decision allows him to run for a sixth… Read more »

Uganda’s Slow Slide into Crisis
Uganda suffers from inefficient patronage politics and a downward spiral of declining governance, poor economic performance and local insecurity. Read more

Economy

Put Govt Under Pressure On Tax Evasion - Officials
The 4th International Tax Justice Academy ended with participants from across Africa urging their governments to do more in tracking, stopping and recouping revenues being plundered from the continent through tax evasion and aggressive tax planning. Read more »

NRM Economy - If Majority Praise It, Why Are Experts Worried About Future?
One highlight of President Yoweri Museveni's 32-year stay in power has been the massive efforts at resuscitating the economy. When Museveni and his group came into power in 1986, they faced a collapsed economy and therefore had it as one of the key issues in the National Resistance Movement (NRM) 10 point program. Read more »

‘Our Uranium Can Power Africa for 100 Years’
The Operation Wealth Creation (OWC) programme deputy coordinator, Lt Gen Charles Angina, has said the country's stock of uranium in south-western Uganda is so abundant that can light the Africa for more than hundred years. Read more »

Regional Affairs

EAC to Raise U.S.$55 Billion for Flagship Infrastructure Projects
East African Community member states are required to raise $55b (Shs200 trillion) as collective contrition towards the implementation of proposed flagship infrastructure projects. Read more »

South Sudan Peace Talks Pushed to 2018
The Intergovernmental Authority on Development charged with finding a lasting solution to the country's conflict says talks to restore peace before the scheduled elections in 2018 has been pushed to early next year, but informal consultations continue. Read more

Flight and Migration
Refugee Scandal - the Inside Story
Panic has gripped every office that has a role in managing the refugee situation in Uganda. Read more »

Refugees Flood into Uganda After Fresh Fighting in DRC
Thousands of refugees are fleeing fighting in the Democratic Republic of the Congo by crossing Lake Albert in fishing boats or canoes to neighbouring Uganda. Read more »

Suicide Soars Among Ugandan Migrants Abused in the Gulf
“Suicide means you have been going through a very difficult time. Life has not been bearable, the only hope is to die.” Read more »

Local Affairs

African Rulers and Their Choice of Death Abroad
Dear Tingasiga: Uganda’s current rulers spend millions of public dollars on their healthcare abroad, complete with comfortable digs for their bajanjabi (attendants) and pocket money for a little shopping before returning home. President Yoweri Museveni puts the figure at $75 million. Read more »

100,000 Gold Miners in Fight for Economic Rights
Misery, poverty and hopelessness. Read more »

Culture and Education

How About a Cultural Dance Treat?
While children grow up watching television and getting exposed to foreign dances, there seems to be little being done to promote our cultural dances. Read more »

Pupils to Study in Local Language
The ministry of Education has introduced a curriculum that will see pupils in lower classes being taught in their mother tongues as the first teaching language before taking on English. Read more »

More Than 1 Million Left Behind in 2017 Primary School Exams
Less than half of the close to two million children who enrolled in Primary One in 2010 completed their primary education in the Primary Leaving Education (PLE) exams released yesterday. Read more »